
Pay for essay: Top-5 safe services for college
students

When you feel fed up with your curriculum, you may find it
tempting to pay for essay writing and get all papers done. What
services are risk-free choices?
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When you are head over heels in studying, every day may feel the same – getting up, attending

classes, and doing your homework. And you can hardly find time for a 6-hour sleep, let alone

other activities. To keep burnout in check, you need to adopt coping strategies. And the most

effective one is to pay for essay when you are overwhelmed with assignments.

Nowadays, it can take a minute to find a paper writing service as the internet is chock-full of them,

but you don’t rush to seize this opportunity. Why? A reliable helper will go the extra mile to ensure

your anonymity and the uncompromising quality of the papers delivered. So, neither your

reputation nor money will be put on the line.

What writing service is the right place to pay for essay? A website can be your go-to for all things

academic if it provides you with:

Subject-relevant writers

Money-back guarantee

Specified turnaround time

Limitless revisions

Clear terms and conditions

If you don’t have time for meticulous research, you can avail yourself of the selection made by us.

All the services are time-tested and lauded for delivering A-worthy papers in a timely fashion. You

can pay for essay, case study, or book report in a secure and safe manner.

The review only involves 5 services to provide you with full information about each. So, if you

want to pay for essay, select one of the following options.

 GradeMiners - One-stop company to meet all your needs

If you’re an experienced student, GradeMiners needs no introduction: everyone’s favorite company

with 12+ years of experience and an impressive record of positive reviews. Their paper writers can

work miracles, as proven by Sitejabber users and thousands of feedback shared online.

Even the website stands out from the competition, showing how student-friendly GradeMiners are.

Intuitive and fun, it features illustrations and provides exhaustive information needed to find the
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best online essay writer. Your customer journey won’t take long: the website is easy to navigate,

ensuring you can make an order quickly and stress-free.

GradeMiners offers help across different subjects, study levels, and types of work: starting with

assistance with college essays and papers and ending with PPT presentations, projects, and case

studies. The full list of services is available on the order form, just like other options that are

important to consider, e.g., referencing styles, deadlines, specific requests, etc.

Although the prices are not the cheapest compared to other offerings on the web, they still match

the market average. However, the crucial difference is those essay writers who work for

GradeMiners are known to be tried and tested professionals with profound knowledge, relevant

qualifications, and strict NDA regulations. Privacy is a solid guarantee, and this company

outperforms all market competitors by following the strictest policies.

Another important tip: you can access multiple writing tools for free. Even if you are not a

customer, free services, such as title and citation generators, essay typers, samples, and many

more, are available to anyone completely free of charge.

To sum up, GradeMiners is your one-stop company if you are looking for:

Good quality and custom research in your papers.

Zero plagiarism guarantee.

Free tools to ace your writing.

Excellent service at an average price.

Discounts for first orders.

Full security and confidentiality.

Want to learn more? Take a look at their website and see if their offer fits your needs, budget, and

expectations.

 MasterPapers – The #1 legit platform to pay for someone to do

your essay fast

School teachers and college professors turn a blind eye to the fact that not all students can show

a flair for words like Gary Snyder or Deborah Eisenberg. Crafting papers may not be their cup of

tea, but they may be gifted in other disciplines. Even though young people can’t fix this curriculum

problem, they can cut corners with MasterPapers, an established paper writing service. It has been

in the business for 18+ years and got over 50K of positive reviews during this time. So it ’s not

surprising that SpielTimes has included this company in its review of the top 10 ‘do my essay’

services.

Zero-plagiarism policy and 100% confidentiality are two main pillars MasterPapers has built its

business on. Students are only provided with secure payment methods to prevent data leakage

and keep their orders secret.
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The company has created a multi-stage hiring system to ensure the best quality of papers

delivered. All newcomers have to verify their qualifications and experience specified in their CVs.

That ’s why only 8% of all applicants are hired.

MasterPapers is a platform where young people can find the best field-relevant experts. From

business management to English literature to physics to political science, all subjects are covered.

To understand better what quality of papers delivered to expect, students can explore free

samples available on the website. A standard-size essay or book report can be written on the

same day.

MasterPapers is a platform of choice for writing your essay because of:

Fast turnaround time

2-week revision period

A wide range of freebies

4.5 rating on Sitejabber 

Formatting services free of charge

15% discount for newcomers

Satisfaction guarantee

However, the website navigation leaves much to be desired, so it may take time to obtain the

necessary information. Rates are also higher because of two decades of experience; if you are

looking for a cheap essay writer, try other companies listed below.

 EssayWriter – Professional ‘pay to write my essay’ services

Poor or almost-failing grades sap students’ confidence, decreasing their motivation to study in

general. Unfortunately, most professors don’t make allowances for personality types and

capabilities when giving non-flexible deadlines for assignments. That ’s where EssayWriter can

come to the rescue. It has a big team of professionals who know the ropes of academic writing

and can craft a standard-size essay in 1-3 hours.

While most paper writing services focus on high schoolers and freshmen, EssayWriter caters to all

students, including undergraduates and alumni. It can provide assistance in crafting graduation

papers, CVs, and cover letters. Research papers can be written in 12 hours, making it the best last-

minute service on the web.

The fast lighting turnaround may cast doubt on the uniqueness of the papers done. So, students

may call into question the service’s customer-centric approach. To set the record straight about its

plagiarism policy, the company utilizes top-notch online checking tools like Copyleaks and

Copyscape. That ’s why the company has one of the highest satisfaction rates – 96%.

From physiology to marketing to business, all majors are covered here. EssayWriter goes the extra

mile to ensure students can team up with a subject-related specialist. Moreover, they can seize a

unique opportunity to keep working with the same writer all over again if they fancy the style and
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the quality of the papers delivered. Everything they need to do is to specify the preferred writer’s

ID when placing an order.

EssayWriter is a platform of choice for writing your essay because of:

Specialists with MA and Ph.D. degrees

Plagiarism-free guarantee

Freebies like MLA/APA formatting

Pocket-friendly rates

4.86 rating on Sitejabber 

Full refund if not satisfied

Free revisions within 30 days

The welcome bonus (15% off)

However, finding the required information on the website can take time. All helpful tools are

located in the footer, so you can overlook them when scrolling through the home page.

 EssayUSA – The right place to get quality-written papers in 70+

subjects

Writing essays is the most popular type of assignment, not only for language-focused classes. The

lack of linguistic proficiency and time make things warm for students, wreaking havoc on their

performance. To turn the tide, young people choose to pay for an essay at EssayUSA. The

company covers all English-speaking countries, from Australia to the USA to Great Britain.

While most academic writing services specialize in the most widespread subjects like English

literature, EssayUSA works with over 70 fields at different levels. In other words, high schoolers and

college students can come here to write lab reports, theses, and term papers. The service provides

assistance with 20+ types of assignments.

The company has a large pool of professional writers who obtained MA and Ph.D. degrees in

different majors. As former students and experienced specialists, they know all the ins and out of

the academic world and how A-worthy papers must be crafted. In addition to writing, the

company also offers editing and proofreading services.

The probability of missing deadlines is the main driving force that prompts students to seek

assistance. EssayUSA does its best to ensure that all orders will be performed on time. Young

people can always contact a helpline team, working around the clock to place a last-minute

order. Standard essays can be delivered in less than 3 hours, meaning it ’s possible to send a

request late at night to get everything done in the morning.

EssayUSA is a platform of choice for writing your essay because of:

1450 professional writers on board

Full refund guarantee
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Over 95% positive feedback 

Reasonable rates

Uncompromising project time management

24/7 customer support

However, if you are on the lookout for a platform with a slew of free work samples, it may not be

the right place. On top of that, website navigation is a bit tricky.

 PayForEssay – The best legit website to find a subject-related

writer

The biggest fear that holds students back from using paper writing services is the lack of

anonymity. If their professors discover their way of handling a heavy workload, they can be

penalized or kicked out. While it can really happen with third-rate companies, PayForEssay nips

such a probability in the bud.

This essay writer service keeps a close check on compliance with the anti-plagiarism policy. Its

writers create every piece afresh, only using authorized databases like ProQuest and JSTOR. Plus,

every paper is checked for non-unique excerpts, meaning the acceptable Turnitin percentage is

guaranteed.

With PayForEssay, students are safe from data leaks as all order details (including personal info) are

off the record. The service operates according to the highest security standards and only uses

tried-and-true payment methods. So, you can pay for college essay or any other academic paper

in the safest way.

A customer-oriented approach and the high-quality services provided have allowed the company

to gain over 10 years of experience and a good referral rate (37%). In other words, high

performance is a cornerstone of customer acquisition.

Unlike mediocre services that hire undergraduates, PayForEssay only cooperates with professionals

who earned Ph.D. or MA degrees at the very least. Their writers also have 3+ years of relevant

experience and a knack for crafting A-worthy academic papers. All of them have successfully

passed a multiple-stage job interview and vouch for the quality of work performed.

PayForEssay is a platform of choice for writing your essay because of:

Knee-deep research

Full-refund guarantee

15% welcome discount

Academic formatting free of charge

Great for different types of papers

Compliance with your professor’s demands

 Excellent online reputation
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However, if you need some additional services, they may be charged higher. The same goes for

sophisticated tasks with tight deadlines.

FAQ

Can I pay someone to write an essay?

Bringing your A-game can be a tall order if you have a sophisticated curriculum. To simplify the

task, outsource your writing assignments to a tried-and-true service. Unlike freelance writers who

can also craft your essay for a fee, a company provides money-back guarantees if you don’t find

the result satisfying. What ’s more, you can take advantage of different freebies like crafting a title

page or bibliography.

Is it OK to buy an essay?

It ’s a tricky question as the answer depends heavily on the aspect you go into. While your

professor may consider it a sin, you may treat it like a lifesaver. You should always put your

interests first, especially when you understand that it ’s the only right way to deal with a study load.

So, answering the question of whether it ’s okay to pay for essay, the answer is yes.

How much does it cost to pay for an essay?

All essay writing services have different rates, so you may get your 1-page essay written for $12 or

$15. The minimal price tag depends on the reputation and experience of the company you go for.

Can you trust essay writing sites?

You can come across hundreds of websites that offer academic writing services, but only a few will

deserve your trust. That ’s why it ’s worth choosing legit companies with reviews, terms, and

conditions.

What is the most trusted essay writing service?

All companies specified in this review are trustworthy, so you can set aside this question when

choosing the essay writing service for your needs. You should focus better on rates, turnaround

time, and the availability of freebies you can take advantage of. Thinking ‘who can do my essay,’

take into consideration multiple factors that might impact your overall expectations toward the

end result.

However, if you decide to pay for essay in a different place, opting for a cheap essay writing

service, you should pay attention to the red flags, like the absence of free revisions and uniqueness

guarantees.

Will my essay be written by a professional?

When you’re opting for an academic writing service from the review, you can be sure to only

cooperate with professional scribes. Whether you are interested in a writer with a MA or Ph.D.
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degree, you find them all there. Established companies vouch for the quality of papers they deliver

and don’t hire undergraduates.

How to order an essay?

Every paper writing company provides a step-by-step guide on placing an order. To start the ball

rolling, you should open a website and find the Order button. Many companies provide user-

friendly order tracking systems, so you’ll always know at what stage your essay is now.

The bottom line

College curriculum can be one hell of a buzzkill if you work on every assignment without

assistance. Fortunately, now you don’t have to write essay on your own.

The list of services above was prepared with the help of essaysrescue.com, a time-tested platform

that reviews different writing companies and provides independent assessment. Choose any of the

referred academic writing services, and your life won’t be that overwhelming again. You can order

essay papers, lab report, and even math, in some cases. So, you don’t need to call off your plans

on Friday evening with your friends or give up on your hobbies.

A top-rated essay service don’t just provide writing assistance, but also offers amendments and

stunning freebies. With a tried-and-true writing service, you can stay calm about your safety and

confidentiality. Propel your college performance to greater heights, keeping a life-study balance!
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